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WINE OF THE MONTH
CLUB: PLACE IN THE
SUN UNWOODED
CHARDONNAY
Introducing our favourite wine for the month of April!

It’s time again for the Wine of the Month Club with the WomenStuff team! If you’re not familiar
with our little club yet then all you need to know is that; It’s JUST like a book club … but more
fun! For April we’re focusing on the delicious Place in the Sun Unwooded Chardonnay. Keep
reading to see why we liked it so much.
There are so many reason to love this wine made in Zonnebloem. One of them is the fact that
Place in the Sun wines is certified by FLO-CERT under the Fair Label Organisation (FLO)
Standards that form part of Fairtrade. If you’re unfamiliar with the Fairtrade label then basically all
you need to know is that it stands for sustainability and justice in production and trade processes.
Fairtrade is all about empowering farmers and farm workers and encouraging community
upliftment. Which means it’s wine with a conscience!
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In addition to all that feel good stuff the wine also tastes great! Thanks to its citrus notes and
flavours of pear and stone fruit it’s super easy drinking and is perfect for enjoying a glass or two
of wine on a warm summer evening. We love wines that taste amazing all on their own and this
is one of them! Having said that, it also goes well with food and is even more delicious when
paired with fish, chicken or oysters. If you’re into the fancy pants tasting notes you can find those
by clicking here.
And now, for the important bit. The price! Place in the Sun Unwooded Chardonnay is available
from Spar, Pick n Pay and Makro as well as online from Cyber Cellar at R45 a bottle. Click here
to buy this wine now!
Click here to visit the Place in the Sun website to find out more about this fabulous wine.

